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Abstract

Planning problems with large state spaces and unknown mod-
els can be solved by value-based reinforcement learning
methods, using function approximation which abstracts states
with feature vectors. Sample complexity increases when un-
necessary features are selected. Conversely, omitting neces-
sary features results in poor performances. A feature selec-
tion algorithm should add all necessary features while avoid-
ing unnecessary ones. We introduce an online feature selec-
tion that considers the structure of relational MDPs (RMDPs)
to reduce unnecessary features. Generalisation over different
planning problems can be achieved by representing the ap-
proximated value-function with lifted representations of state
variables and actions. Empirical results show that our method
is practical for solving large RMDPs with reduced sample
complexities and can generalise over different problems.

Introduction
In many machine learning problems, automatically select-
ing features to represent the state is a key challenge. Value-
based reinforcement learning (RL) can be used for decision-
making in problems with unknown models but in problems
with large state spaces, the value-function is approximated
by projecting the state space into a lower dimensional space
using a set of features. Adding unnecessary features or ex-
cluding necessary features are detrimental to performance:
the set of features can be exponential in the number of state
variables making large-scale problems difficult to solve.

We focus on online RL for planning problems represented
with Relational Markov Decision Processes (RMDPs)
where state-action spaces are represented compactly with
factored representations. Transitions of state variables often
depend on a subset of the state-action spaces. Thus, by con-
sidering the factored representations, we could determine
features which are necessary. Since state variables are predi-
cates grounded over objects, planning problems with differ-
ent objects or number of objects are represented by different
sets of state variables. Therefore, it is impossible to reuse a
set of features, which comprise of state variables, for differ-
ent problems of the same domain.
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Recent efforts in online feature selection can be classi-
fied as model-free (Menache, Mannor, and Shimkin 2003;
Keller, Mannor, and Precup 2006; Parr et al. 2007; Geram-
ifard et al. 2011; Geramifard, Dann, and How 2013) or
model-based (Guo and Brunskill 2017; Jong and Stone
2007; Kroon and Whiteson 2009; Mahadevan and Maggioni
2007). Model-free methods select features based on an op-
timization criterion such as the Bellman error. Model-based
methods typically learn a model from which features are de-
termined.

This paper presents two main contributions. First, a
model-based feature selection exploits the structures of
RMDPs to select an initial set of features for an online fea-
ture selection algorithm, iFDD+ (Geramifard et al. 2011;
Geramifard, Dann, and How 2013). While the model is typ-
ically unknown, it can be learned with a model learning al-
gorithm. Moreover, our work does not require an accurate
model and is less sensitive to model errors which can cause
model-based planners to fail. Next, we represent the func-
tion approximation with lifted features and actions which
allow generalisation over different planning problems inde-
pendent of the objects, number of objects, initial states, and
goal states.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we
review work on feature selection algorithms and present
the necessary technical background. Next, we describe our
methods in detail. We then present an empirical evaluation
of our method on two new benchmark problems and com-
pare it against an existing feature selection method. Lastly,
we conclude and discuss future work.

Related Work
Prior work on online feature selection (Painter-Wakefield
and Parr 2012; Menache, Mannor, and Shimkin 2003;
Keller, Mannor, and Precup 2006; Parr et al. 2007; Geram-
ifard et al. 2011) iteratively add features based on the Bell-
man error or the temporal difference error. These works do
not consider information from models. We extend the work
of (Geramifard et al. 2011; Geramifard, Dann, and How
2013) as it has low computational costs, scales well to large
MDPs, and outperforms the state-of-the-art batch expansion
method (Painter-Wakefield and Parr 2012).

Work which consider information provided by models to



select features include (Guo and Brunskill 2017) which learn
factored MDPs through directed exploration to particular
states in order to identify model errors. It then exploits the
factored representation to eliminate features. However, it ex-
plores extensively to reduce model errors while our work
is less concerned with model errors and does not use the
learned models for planning. (Kroon and Whiteson 2009)
select features after learning the models for transfer learning
and do not consider online feature selection. (Jung and Stone
2009) consider continuous state spaces with Gaussian Pro-
cesses while we deal with discrete state spaces. (Mahadevan
and Maggioni 2007) learn a complex manifold representa-
tion by analyzing state space topology which can be compu-
tationally intensive. (Driessens and Ramon 2003) introduce
relational decision trees for function approximation which
can be sensitive to the order of splitting the nodes making it
ill-suited in online RL as later examples yield new informa-
tion which necessitates the reconstruction of the trees. (Wu
and Givan 2007, 2010) learn relational features which allow
generalisation across planning problems of different scales.
However, they learn in a supervised manner whereas we deal
with online RL.

Preliminaries
Here we present relevant background on planning, model
representations, and reinforcement learning.

Markov Decision Process (MDP). MDPs model fully-
observable problems with uncertainty. A finite-horizon
MDP is a tuple of the form (S,A, T,R, s0, H, γ) whereS is
a set of states,A is the set of actions, T : S×A×S → [0, 1]
is the transition function, R : S ×A→ R specifies rewards
for performing actions, s0 is the initial state, H is the plan-
ning horizon, and γ is the discount factor. We use symbols
with boldface to indicate sets. Factored MDPs (Boutilier,
Dearden, and Goldszmidt 2000) represent large, structured
MDPs compactly. For example, T can be represented by
dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) which exploit the fact
that the transition of a state variable often depends only on a
small number of variables.

Relational Markov Decision Process (RMDP). An RMDP
(O,P ,S,A, T ,R, s0, H, γ) represents a relational and
factored MDP. O is a set of objects, each associated with
a type, P is a set of state predicates over objects, S is a set
of all possible state specifications over O and P , A is the set
of all possible instantiated actions, T : S×A×S → [0, 1],
and R : S × A → R. Each predicate is applied over a
type-consistent tuple of objects.

Relational Dynamic Influence Diagram Language
(RDDL). RDDL (Sanner 2010) is a planning language
for describing RMDPs and is used in recent International
Probabilistic Planning Competitions (IPPC) (Grzes, Hoey,
and Sanner 2014). Semantically, RDDL describes DBNs
extended with an influence diagram. RDDL domain and
problem files are given as inputs to a planner. The domain
file specifies object types, non-fluents, fluents, conditional
probability functions (CPFs), and a reward function. We
refer to non-fluents, fluents, and predicates interchangeably

unless necessary to differentiate between them. The problem
file specifies objects, initial state, and values of non-fluents.
A domain can have different problems (related problems).

Reinforcement Learning (RL). When the transition func-
tion and reward function are not known, RL can be used for
sequential decision-making. RL algorithms are character-
ized by its sample complexity and computational complexity
which are the amount of experiences needed and the amount
of computational work required to achieve near-optimal re-
sults, respectively (Kakade 2003). The expected return for a
policy π is computed using the value function:

V πH(s) = Eπ

[
H∑
t=0

γtrt

∣∣∣∣ s0 = s

]
. (1)

rt is the immediate reward received at time step t. The value
function does not tell us which action should be applied. For
this purpose, the Q-function is used:

QπH(s, a) = Eπ

[
H∑
t=0

γtrt

∣∣∣∣ s0 = s, a0 = a

]
. (2)

Temporal Difference (TD) Learning. TD learning methods
update their estimates of the Q-function given an experience
(st, a, st+1, r) based on the TD error which is the difference
between a target value and the estimated value. TD(λ) meth-
ods average over n-step returns by using eligibility traces.
The update rule is:

Qt+1(s, a) = Qt(s, a) + αδtet(s, a), (3)

where α is the learning rate, et(s, a) is the eligibility trace
for (s, a), and δt is the TD error:

δt = rt+1 + γQt(st+1, at+1)−Qt(st, at). (4)

Linear Function Approximation. Tabular representation
of the Q-function provides accurate representations but offer
poor generalisation. Furthermore, it is impractical for MDPs
with large state spaces due to memory requirements. Lin-
ear function approximation with binary features are popular
choices to reduce the dimensions of the state spaces (Sut-
ton and Barto 2018). We use linear functions of the form
Qθ(s, a) = θTφ(s, a). The feature vector φ(s, a) maps
(s, a) to a vector of real numbers and is typically a non-
linear function of the state. The first term of φ(s, a) takes a
constant value of 1 which acts as a bias term. Our goal is to
find the set of features and weights so that Qθ(s, a) closely
approximates the optimal Q-function, Q∗(s, a). The update
rule for the i-th component of the weight vector θ is:

θi+1 = θi + αδ
φi(s, a)

||φ(s, a)||
, (5)

where the L1 norm is the normalization factor. If there are a
large number of features, then θi+1 receives a smaller step
update due to normalization. Hence, having too many un-
necessary features can slow down learning.



Methodology
Online Feature Selection
We consider online RL for RMDPs using linear function
approximation. We extend iFDD+ (Geramifard et al. 2011;
Geramifard, Dann, and How 2013), a model-free, online fea-
ture selection algorithm which introduces feature conjunc-
tions as new binary features. Let F denote the set of features
used for function approximation. iFDD+ requires an initial
set of features, F0. At t = 0, F = F0. Let Fp be the set
of candidate features formed by the conjunction of any two
features (its parent features) in F . Candidate features are
added to F if their relevances exceed the discovery thresh-
old ξ. The relevance of a feature f at time step t is:

ηt(f) =

∣∣ ∑t
i=0,φf (si)=1 δi

∣∣√∑t
i=0,φf (si)=1 1

. (6)

Features are binary where φf (si) = 1 if f is active in si
and 0 otherwise. A feature is active if it is true in the state.
If φf (si) = 1, then parent features of f , if any, must be true
in si. However, iFDD+ does not consider parent features as
active features. We refer readers to (Geramifard et al. 2011;
Geramifard, Dann, and How 2013) for further details.
ξ is the only parameter of iFDD+ and implicitly controls

the rate of adding new features to F . (Geramifard et al.
2011) noted that ξ is domain-dependent and requires expert
knowledge to set appropriately. This is non-trivial. For ex-
ample, the benchmark domains in IPPC 2014 (Grzes, Hoey,
and Sanner 2014) have a variety of reward functions. Do-
mains such as Wildfire provide rewards at every time
step; others such as Triangle Tireworld give a re-
ward at only the terminal state. The additive nature of the
reward function in RDDL also means that even for the same
domain the range of rewards is dependent on the number
of objects (e.g., number of grids in Wildfire). Hence,
ξ needs to be set considering the domain and the number
of objects. If ξ is too small, many unnecessary features are
added, increasing the sample and computational complexi-
ties. Conversely, a high ξ risks slow expansion of F which
also increases sample complexity.

We propose an adaptive variant of iFDD+ where ξ is pro-
gressively incremented. At any time step t, a maximum of κ
features can be added to F . Effectively, we replaced ξ with
κ which is more intuitive to set as it is independent of the
reward function and explicitly limits the size of F . ξ is set
to an arbitrary small value. When the number of features to
be added to F at any time step exceeds κ, only features with
the highest relevances are added up to a limit of κ. ξ is set
to the highest relevance of the features which are not added
plus an arbitrary small number such as 0.01. This ensures
that features which are not added can only be added in sub-
sequent time steps if their relevances increase. We refer to
our adaptive variant as κ-iFDD+.

Model-Based Feature Selection (MBFS)
We are interested in planning problems where the agent
receives rewards for completing subtasks. For example, a
robot performing inspection (see Experiments for details)

receives a reward r for transmitting information about each
inspected object. We represent this fact with a state flu-
ent info received(?obj) where ?obj represents a vari-
able of type obj. If the robot attempts to transmit the
same information again, it receives no reward. Therefore,
a fluent can cause a drastic difference in rewards received.
Because Equation 5 distributes the step update equally
amongst weight components of active features, it takes sev-
eral experiences to learn θ which recognizes the fact that
info received(?obj) has a larger influence than others.
We refer to this issue as a distinguishing problem. Exclud-
ing this feature will result in poor approximations.

The relevances of Fp depend on δ after selecting at in
st. iFDD+ adds features to every action which we refer to
as synchronized selection. Since the Q-function is a func-
tion of the state and action, a necessary feature for an action
might not be so for another. We propose to select features
for each action instead, or desynchronized selection.
iFDD+ requires an initial set of features which can sim-

ply be every state fluent and their negation. We denote this
approach as model-free feature selection (MFFS), the initial
set of features as FAll

0 , and the resulting set of features after
adding new features as FAll. We propose to consider the
structures of DBNs to eliminate unnecessary features from
F0 of every action. Hence, unnecessary features cannot be
added to Fp and F . The procedures are shown in Algo-
rithms 1 and 2. Algorithm 1 returns the neighbouring state
fluents of a which is also the initial set of features for a,
FDBN∼d

0 (a), where d is a parameter which controls the
number of state fluents to include as features. Algorithm 2
returns the neighbouring state fluents of a state fluent p. The
subroutines are defined as follows:

• GET CO PARENTS(a) = {p ∈ P | ∃ p′ ∈ P .
ARC(a, p′) ∧ ARC(p, p′)},

• GET CHILDREN(a) = {p ∈ P | ARC(a, p)},
• GET CO PARENTS(p) = {a ∈ A | ∃ p′ ∈ P .

ARC(p, p′) ∧ ARC(a, p′)}, and

• GET CHILDREN(p) = {p′ ∈ P | ARC(p′, p)}.
The relation ARC(?, p) is true if and only if there is a di-

rected arc from ? to p in a DBN where ? is either a state
fluent or an action. The structures of DBNs are described by
preconditions and CPFs in RDDL. We assume that precon-
ditions are known while CPFs are unknown. The structures
of DBNs can be learned (Diuk, Li, and Leffler 2009; Inoue,
Ribeiro, and Sakama 2014; Rao and Jiang 2015) but this
raises the question of the need for RL if the transition func-
tion is known. However, to determine ARC(?, p), we need
only concern with whether a pair of fluents are connected
in a DBN rather than the exact transition or probability of
the relation. Thus, our approach is less susceptible to errors
in learned transition functions and potentially require lesser
experiences. Before ARC(?, p) can be determined, as is the
case initially with no experiences acquired, we use FAll

0 .
Once ARC(?, p) can be determined with reasonable accu-
racy, FDBN∼d

0 is used and FDBN∼d and θ are learned all
over again by replaying experiences in the experience buffer.

Q-values represent the expected return of taking an action



Algorithm 1: Get neighbours of an action
11 Function GET NB OF AF(a, d):
2 if d < 0 then return ∅
3 pCP ← GET CO PARENTS(a)
4 if d == 0 then return pCP

5 pC ← GET CHILDREN(a)
6 pNB = pCP ∪ pC
7 if d == 1 then return pNB

8 for p : pC do
9 pNB = pNB ∪ GET NB OF SF(p, d− 1)

10 return pNB

Algorithm 2: Get neighbours of a state fluent
11 Function GET NB OF SF(p, d):
2 if d ≤ 0 then return ∅
3 aCP ← GET CO PARENTS(p)
4 pC ← GET CHILDREN(p)
5 pNB = pC

6 if d == 1 then return pNB

7 for p : pC do
8 pNB = pNB ∪ GET NB OF SF(p, d− 1)
9 for a : aCP do

10 pNB = pNB ∪ GET NB OF AF(a, d− 1)
11 return pNB

which consists of the immediate reward and the discounted
future reward. Following this observation, a necessary fea-
ture is one that helps to predict the immediate reward or the
next state (Parr et al. 2008). Therefore, children fluents of
actions are selected as initial features as they represent parts
of the state space where actions can affect directly or in-
directly in the future. d represents the number of steps in
the future to consider. Co-parents, on the other hand, rep-
resent the situation in which the action can affect the state.
Hence, they are included as initial features as well. We do
not consider parents or ancestors of actions as they represent
the past. Synchronized selection can be applied with MBFS.
Let f ∈ Fp be a feature that is to be added after observing
(st, at, st+1, r). We add f to F(a′) ∀ a′ ∈ A if every state
fluent in f is in FDBN∼d

0 (a′).

Generalisation with Lifted Features
It may be impractical to assume that an RL agent can be
trained in the same initial state for the same set of goals.
Therefore, generalisation over related problems are of prac-
tical interest. We consider lifted state fluents and actions
for function approximation. We use p̂ (â) to represent a
lifted state fluent (action) and Pp̂ (Aâ) to represent the set
of grounded instantiations for p̂ (â). The lifted state-action
spaces are often much smaller than the fully grounded state-
action spaces — a lifted predicate p(?arg1, ?arg2, ?arg3)
can be grounded in |arg1||arg2||arg3| ways where |arg| is
the number of objects of the type arg. Every action a ∈ Aâ

Algorithm 3: Get lifted features for a lifted action
11 Function GET LIFTED FEATURES(F ,Aâ):
2 F(â) = ∅
3 for F(â), a : F ,Aâ do
4 F(â)← F(â) ∪ LIFT

(
F(â), a

)
5 for a : Aâ do
6 F(â)← GROUND

(
F(â), a

)
7 I ← REPEATED

(
F(â)

)
8 F(â)← REMOVE REPEATED

(
F(â), I

)
9 return QUANTIFIED

(
F(â)

)
shares the same weight and feature components in θ and F .
Thus, Qθ(s, a) = θTφ(s, â). This could potentially lead to
better generalisation and lower sample complexities as expe-
riences acquired for a is applied to all other actions in Aâ.

Algorithm 3 outlines the procedure to obtain the features
of â, F(â). Given {F(a) | ∀ a ∈ Aâ}, each feature is
lifted in accordance with the substitution of the grounded ac-
tion (line 4). For example, a(x, y, z) has a variable binding
σa = {?arg1/x, ?arg2/y, ?arg3/z}. The union of the re-
sulting features are either partially lifted or fully lifted (line
4). These features are then grounded to identify if any of
the lifted features give the same grounded feature (line 7). If
there are such features, the lifted feature with the most num-
ber of variables in its arguments are retained (line 8). Lastly,
objects in partially lifted features, if any, are replaced with
free variables giving a set of fully lifted features.

Example. We illustrate Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 with an
example for a = inspect object(?r, ?obj) from our
Robot Inspection domain (refer to Experiments)
with objects r = {r1} and obj = {o1, o2}.

Step 1: Get FDBN∼3
0 where d = 3 (Algorithms 1 and 2)

FDBN∼3
0

(
inspect object(r1, o1)

)
=

{at(o1, wp2), at(o2, wp2), comm tower at(wp3),

dock at(wp0), camera calibrated(r1), found(r1, o1),

found(r1, o2), info received(o1),

info received(o2), inspected(r1, o1), inspected(r1, o2),

reward received(o1), robot at(r1, wp0),

robot at(r1, wp2), robot at(r1, wp3), undocked(r1)}

FDBN∼3
0

(
inspect object(r1, o2)

)
=

{at(o1, wp2), at(o2, wp2), comm tower at(wp3),

dock at(wp0), camera calibrated(r1), found(r1, o1),

found(r1, o2), info received(o1),

info received(o2), inspected(r1, o1), inspected(r1, o2),

reward received(o2), robot at(r1, wp0),

robot at(r1, wp2), robot at(r1, wp3), undocked(r1)}

Step 2: Get Lifted Features (Algorithm 3, line 4)

FDBN∼3
0

(
inspect object(r1, o1)

)
=

{at(?obj, wp2), at(o2, wp2), comm tower at(wp3),

dock at(wp0), reward received(?r), found(?r, ?obj),



found(?r, o2), info received(?obj),

info received(o2), inspected(?r, ?obj), inspected(?r, o2),

reward received(?obj), robot at(?r, wp0),

robot at(?r, wp2), robot at(?r, wp3), undocked(?r)}

FDBN∼3
0

(
inspect object(r1, o2)

)
=

{at(o1, wp2), at(?obj, wp2), comm tower at(wp3),

dock at(wp0), camera calibrated(?r), found(?r, o1),

found(?r, ?obj), info received(o1),

info received(?obj), inspected(?r, o1), inspected(?r, ?obj),

reward received(?obj), robot at(?r, wp0),

robot at(?r, wp2), robot at(?r, wp3), undocked(?r)}

Step 3: Union of Lifted Features (Algorithm 3, line 4)

FDBN∼3
0

(
inspect object(?r, ?obj)

)
=

{at(o1, wp2), at(o2, wp2), at(?obj, wp2),
comm tower at(wp3), dock at(wp0),

reward received(?r), found(?r, ?obj),

found(?r, o1), found(?r, o2), info received(?obj),

info received(o1), info received(o2),

inspected(?r, ?obj), inspected(?r, o1), inspected(?r, o2),

reward received(?obj), robot at(?r, wp0),

robot at(?r, wp2), robot at(?r, wp3), undocked(?r)}

Step 4: Remove Repeated Features (Algorithm 3, line 8)

FDBN∼3
0

(
inspect object(?r, ?obj)

)
=

{at(?obj, wp2), comm tower at(wp3), dock at(wp0),

camera calibrated(?r), found(?r, ?obj),

info received(?obj), inspected(?r, ?obj),

reward received(?obj), robot at(?r, wp0),

robot at(?r, wp2), robot at(?r, wp3), undocked(?r)}

Step 5: Introduce Free Variables (Algorithm 3, line 9)

FDBN∼3
0

(
inspect object(?r, ?obj)

)
=

{at(?obj, ?ŵp), comm tower at(?ŵp), dock at(?ŵp),

reward received(?r), found(?r, ?obj),

info received(?obj), inspected(?r, ?obj),

reward received(?obj), robot at(?r, ?ŵp),

undocked(?r)}

We use ?ŵp to represent an free variable which can be grounded
to any object of type wp because inspect object does not
have any arguments of type wp. The final set of features in Step
5 are fully lifted and independent of the objects and the number of
objects. This allows generalisation to related problems. To evalu-
ate φ(s, a), F(â) must be fully grounded using σa. Following the
same example:

FDBN∼3
0

(
inspect object(?r = r1, ?obj = o1)

)
=

{at(o1, ?ŵp), comm tower at(?ŵp), dock at(?ŵp),

camera calibrated(r1), found(r1, o1), info received(o1),

inspected(r1, o1), reward received(o1),

robot at(r1, ?ŵp), undocked(r1)}

The free variable ?ŵp remains in four of the features. Since each
of these partially lifted feature can be grounded in |wp| ways,

|GROUND
(
FDBN∼3

0 (inspect object(r1, o1))
)
| = 4|wp|.

We refer to this as the grounding ambiguity. We impose con-
straints that free variables of the same type must be substituted with
the same object in every feature. Thus, there are |wp| possible sets
of grounded features. If there exist a fluent with more than one ar-
guments of the same type, then the constraints consider types and
positions of arguments. We propose two methods to select F(â) in
state s:

F(â) = argmax
F(â) ∈ GROUND

(
F(â),a

)Qθ(s, a) (7)

F(â) = argmax
F(â) ∈ GROUND

(
F(â),a

) ∑
f ∈ F(â),φf (s)=1

1 (8)

We use Equation 7 which is an optimistic evaluation of Qθ(s, a).
However, since we initialize θ = 0, this is not applicable initially.
Instead, we use Equation 8 until θ is updated. For both methods, a
uniformly random selection is used as a tie-breaker. This selection
can be crucial as it determines which features are active which in
turn affects the updates of the weight vector update and relevances.
We acknowledge that a more principled approach remains as future
work. In our experiments, we mitigate this issue by substituting
?ŵp with wpi where robot at(r1, wpi) ∈ s. This reduces the
number of possible grounded instantiations.

The maximum number of features for each action is |FAll| =
22|P| because the negation of state fluents must also be considered.
Let m be the number of state fluents that are deemed unnecessary
by Algorithm 1. Then |FDBN | = 22(|P|−m). Since |F | is expo-
nential in |F0|, the largerm is, the greater the reduction in |F |. Us-
ing lifted features, we have |P̂| � |P| and |Â| � |A| where P̂
(Â) represents the set of lifted state fluents (lifted actions). There-
fore, using lifted features reduces |F | further.

Online Reinforcement Learning
We used Watkins’ Q(λ) (Watkins 1989) to update the Q-function.
(Sutton and Barto 2018) proposed that eligibility traces are main-
tained for each feature. However, because new features are added,
an issue arises over what their eligibility traces should be. Further-
more, parent features of active features are not active. This makes
the update of eligibility traces more complicated — should we in-
crement eligibility traces of active features and their parent features
or only of active features? Therefore, we choose to maintain and
update eligibility traces for states. Active features of a state inherit
the eligibility trace of that state.

Balancing between exploration and exploitation is a perennial
issue in RL. This is exacerbated with function approximation as
generalisation given sparse experiences can lead to premature ex-
ploitation of suboptimal policies. Exploration is often preferred ini-
tially and less so in later episodes. This is typically achieved by
using ε-greedy with a decaying ε. We adopt a different approach,
utilizing UCB as an exploration bonus. Our policy π is:

at = argmax
at

Qθ(st, at) + CUCB

√
2 lnN(st)

N(st, at)
(9)

where CUCB is a scaling factor bounded between [0, 2], N(s) is
the number of times s is visited, andN(s, a) is the number of times
a is selected in s. CUCB controls the amount of exploration. The
initial value is 1.0. CUCB is incremented by 0.1 for every 5 con-
secutive episodes where the goal state is not reached. If the goal
state is reached, CUCB is set to 1.0 if it is greater than 1.0, other-
wise, it is decremented by 0.1. It is trivial to implement a similar
strategy to adjust CUCB for planning problems with no goal states.



Figure 1: Results for 10 independent runs using three variants of κ-iFDD+ and iFDD+ for the large-scale problems of RI (top)
and RF (bottom).All andDBN use synchronized selection andDBN uses desynchronized selection. All variant use grounded
features. Each run is a randomized problem where the initial states, non-fluents, and goal states are randomized.

Experiments
We evaluate the performances of our proposed method against
iFDD+ by the empirical sample complexity and computational
complexity (computational time). The sample complexity is quan-
tified by the total rewards received and the total number of episodes
where a goal state is reached. A goal state is defined as a state
where all subtasks are completed. We also investigate the gener-
alisation capability of lifted features. All experimental tests were
conducted on an Intel Xeon E5-2660 v3 2.60 GHz with 8 cores and
32 GB of RAM. Results are averaged over 10 independent runs.
θ, F , Fp, and relevances are updated across episodes while no
information is exchanged between runs. The parameters used are
α = 0.3, γ = 0.8 and λ = 0.9.

Benchmarks. We introduce two new planning domains, Robot
Inspection (RI) and Robot Fetch (RF), as benchmarks.
Our framework requires RDDL domains as it communicates with
RDDLSim (Sanner 2010) simulator. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there are no benchmarks written in RDDL for online RL.
The IPPC 2014’s RDDL domains (Grzes, Hoey, and Sanner 2014)
are not suitable for our purpose. Navigation and Crossing
Traffic do not benefit from MBFS due to the structures of their
DBNs which result in FDBN

0 = FAll
0 . Others have exoge-

nous events (Elevator) or deadend (Triangle Tireworld)
which present challenges out of the scope of this work.
RI is a probabilistic domain where a robot must inspect objects

at various locations. Actions have a cost of -1. The robot has to
survey a location where objects are at before it can inspect them.
A one-time reward of r-1 is given when the robot transmits in-
formation for each inspected object at the communication tower.
An optimal policy is to inspect all n objects before transmitting
them to receive a reward of nr-1. However, when the robot in-
spects an object, there is a probability of its camera losing calibra-
tion (0.15) which reduces the probabilities of success for surveying
locations and inspecting objects from 1 to 0.2 and 0.9, respectively.
The robot can return to the docking station and calibrate its camera
which restores the probabilities of success. A good policy would

be to survey all locations, which does not cause the camera to lose
calibration, before inspecting objects since inspection has a high
probability of success even with an uncalibrated camera.
RF is a deterministic domain where a robot is tasked to place

objects at their respective goal locations. Actions have a cost of -1.
For each object that the robot places at its goal location, a reward
of r-1 is received. If it picks up an object from its goal location, the
reward is -r-1. Every location is restricted to have only one object
at any time and the robot can only hold one object.

In both domains, due to additive rewards for completing each
subtask, RL converges to suboptimal policies due to the distin-
guishing problem and is unable to reach the goal state. For exam-
ple, a robot in RI receives r for transmitting information, then re-
peats the same action, which now has a relatively high Q-value,
despite having achieved the subtask. This motivates our use of
UCB to encourage exploration independent of Q-values. We tried
Thompson-Sampling, ε-greedy, and Softmax but they failed to
reach the goal states.

Grounded Features. The performances of function approximation
with grounded features are shown in Figure 1. Each independent
run is a randomized problem. The horizon is 40 for every episode.
The size of the state-action spaces in RI and RF are 229 × 36 and
254 × 79, respectively. Three variants of κ-iFDD+ (κ = 50, ξ =
0.01) are compared with iFDD+ (All, ξ = 3). Different values of
ξ were attempted for iFDD+ but the computational costs are too
large. For example, setting ξ = 0.5 resulted in |F | = 59148 ±
30672 with computational times of 3350 ± 1811 seconds for 300
episodes in RI. The high computational costs are attributed to the
multiple updates (due to eligibility traces) of relevances for every
feature in Fp per time step.

Figure 1 shows that κ-iFDD+ variants outperform iFDD+ in
sample complexity for both domains. In fact, iFDD+ could not
solve the planning problems though it has the fastest computation
time because the high value of ξ restricted |F |. This might have
caused iFDD+ to perform poorly since necessary features could
not be added. However, as argued previously, a smaller ξ has too



Figure 2: Results for 10 independent runs using three variants of κ-iFDD+ for small-scale problems of RI (top) and RF
(bottom). All and DBN use synchronized selection and DBN uses desynchronized selection. All variants use lifted features.
For each run, every episode is a randomized problem where the initial states, non-fluents, and goal states are randomized.

high a computational cost. Furthermore, MBFS with desynchro-
nized selection (DBN ∼ 3, ξ = 0.01, κ = 50) has approximately
the same |F | as iFDD+ yet has the lowest sample complexity.

Next, we compare MBFS (DBN ∼ 3, ξ = 0.01, κ = 50)
with MFFS (All, ξ = 0.01, κ = 50). Both variants have compara-
ble sample complexities for both domains. MBFS yields a smaller
|F | though it has longer computation times than MFFS. This can
be due to numerous reasons such as the additional computational
costs of checking if features can be added to the feature set of an
action. It could also be due to the computational cost of Q(λ). If
the agent acts non-greedily, the traces are reset and computation
time reduces. However, this is not indicative of good performance
as it implies that a goal-directed policy has not been found and
the agent is still exploring. Lastly, we compare variants which use
synchronized selection with the variant using desynchronized se-
lection (DBN ∼ 3, ξ = 0.01, κ = 50). The latter has a signif-
icantly smaller |F | while achieving comparable or lower sample
complexities in both domains. This supports our observation that
feature selection should be considered specific to each action.

Lifted Features. Due to grounding ambiguity which is exacerbated
by the increasing numbers of objects, smaller scale problems are
used. The size of the state-action spaces of RI and RF are 218×22
and 228×37, respectively. The horizon is 30 for every episode. The
advantage of lifted features over grounded features is its generali-
sation capability over different planning problems. We evaluate this
by using a randomized problem for each episode within each run.
Figure 2 shows that every variant is able to solve the randomized
planning problems by leveraging on the learned function approx-
imation from previous episodes. This demonstrates that function
approximation with lifted features can generalise over different ini-
tial states and non-fluents. This is not simply learning policies to
reach randomized goal states from any state in S as S for each
problem is different due to non-fluents. MBFS variants (DBN and
DBN ) outperform MFFS (All, ξ = 0.01, κ = 100), achieving
lower sample complexities with a smaller |F |. Interesting, MBFS

with synchronized selection (DBN ∼ 3, ξ = 0.01, κ = 100) has
the lowest sample complexity. A possible reason is that the space of
lifted features is smaller and with MBFS, the likelihood of adding
a necessary feature to the feature sets of other actions increases.
Though MFFS with desynchronized selection has the smallest |F |,
it has the longest computation time. As discussed previously, the
computation time depends on several factors besides |F |.

Conclusions and Future Work
This paper extends the online feature selection approach in
(Geramifard et al. 2011; Geramifard, Dann, and How 2013). First,
we consider feature selection specific to actions which reduces
the size of the set of features. Next, a domain-specific parameter
is replaced with a domain-independent one making it easy to set
without expert knowledge. We augment the feature selection with
a novel model-based approach which considers the structures of
DBNs in RMDPs to determine unnecessary features. We proposed
lifted representation for features which allow generalisation over
different planning problems independent of the objects, number of
objects, initial and goal states. Empirical results showed that our
work achieved lower sample complexities with a smaller set of fea-
tures and that function approximations with lifted features are ca-
pable of generalisation over different planning problems. However,
the grounding ambiguity is exacerbated with the increasing scales
of planning problems. The choice of grounding influence the set of
active features which in turn affect online feature selection. This
remains a problem to resolve in future work. Also, we could like to
combine a structure learning algorithm with our model-based fea-
ture selection to demonstrate that it is less susceptible to errors in
learned models.
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